Tips for Submitting a Fall Meeting 2019 Session Proposal

Keep it to **150 words**. Be **clear**, **concise**, and **precise**

Topic must be **scientifically sound**

Primary conveners must be an AGU member and fit all the requirements, we encourage:

- Gender diversity
- Early-career professionals

Focus on a **topic** that is **broad**, **hot**, or a **scientific challenge**

Stay away from using **puns**, **idioms**, **questions**, or **figures of speech**… they don’t always translate

**Check to see if** there is any **recent literature** on the topic

While some session topics are fundamental for research and Fall Meeting, **pick a topic** that **isn’t exhausted** yet

**Engage different disciplines** or propose a **new topic** to **discuss or test**:

- Consider a **co-sponsored session** with a member of a partner society
- Consider a **co-organized session** that showcases **transdisciplinary science** across different AGU sections